The Gaimin.io Project Overview
.

The Gaimin.io project connects the world’s largest supply of GPU processing power,
which belongs to the 1.3 billion gaming PCs in the global gaming community, with
the rapidly growing, worldwide demand for massive processing power.

1) Introduction:
Gaimin.io have managed to identify an innovative
solution to one of the largest growing global resource
requirements in the market today, the current
requirement is huge and growing exponentially year on
year with no real solution for provision currently
available. Gaimin.io, have not only identified the issue,
the requirement, and the demand but have also
managed to formulate a profitable solution to the
ongoing problem.

4) Solution:
Rather than spending billions of dollars on building
dedicated resource farms, Gaimin.io are accessing the
worldwide gaming community, and utilizing and
rewarding this global network of untapped, globally
distributed resources of 1.3 billion processing power
providers, connected by high speed Internet
connections, which can be aggregated, consolidated
and then utilized to satisfy any of the myriad of
profitable current, and future, needs for processing
power.

2) Opportunity:
It is a well-known fact that the world has become more
and more reliant on the digital environment and just like
all environments, its very survival and financial stability
relies on the provision of required resources. Just as
electricity, oil, gas, water, and capital are finite vital
resources within the real world, computer processing
power is the finite required resource of the digital world.

5) Summary:
Gaimin.io offers a simple, effective and efficient solution
to the global problem of insufficient computer
processing power, by simultaneously solving the
biggest problem for more than 1.3 billion gamers…
that of how to self-fund their gaming experience.

3) Markets:
In the digital world, the required, necessary resource in
question is cost-effective, efficient, reliable, globally
distributed computer processing power. Putting it
simply, the world has a huge demand for processing
power, almost everything in our modern lives now
requires some form of processing operation. The
current market demand is proving undeliverable,
unfeasible and financially untenable to supply in its
current format.

6) Funding:
Gaimin.io are seeking investment and can provide a
detailed Whitepaper, pitch deck, ROI estimates and
financials. For more information regarding the
Gaimin.io project or the GMRX token sale visit:
https://gaimin.io and join the official Gaimin.io Telegram
group https://t.me/officialgaimin
7) Contact and Follow:
You can contact Gaimin.io or follow us on social media
here: https://gaimin.io/contact-us/

Vision:
Data Processing Power = High-Value Commodity

Mission:
Passive Autonomic Monetization For Gamers

“To create the world's most powerful, decentralized
supercomputer - by harnessing the dormant computer
resources of the global gaming community.”

“To become the “Uber” of processing power - passively
monetizing a gamer's high powered computer resources
when not in use and rewarding them with the purchasing
power to fund their gaming experience.”
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